
Supplementary Table 4 

 

List of TED Talks selected for the active control intervention 

 

Title Speaker 

The world needs all kinds of minds Temple Grandin 

The best stats you've ever seen Hans Rosling 

The enchanting music of sign language Christine Sun Kim 

Using design to make ideas new Milton Glaser 

Taking imagination seriously Janet Echelman 

Want to be happier? Stay in the moment Matt Killingsworth 

The art of choosing Sheena Iyengar 

Let's turn the high seas into the world's largest nature reserve Enric Sala 

The joy of lexicology Erin McKean 

Folding way-new origami Robert Lang 

Your words may predict your future mental health Mariano Sigman 

The rise of human-computer cooperation Shyam Sankar 

How stats fool juries Peter Donnelly 

Lead like the great conductors Itay Talgam 

How architecture helped music evolve David Byrne 

How poachers became caretakers John Kasaona 

Why good leaders make you feel safe Simon Sinek 

The levitating superconductor Boaz Almog 

The birth of a word Deb Roy 

Your body language shapes who you are Amy Cuddy 

The beautiful math of coral Margaret Wertheim 

Your brain is more than a bag of chemicals David Anderson 

A universal translator for surgeons Steven Schwaitzberg 

Thorium, an alternative nuclear fuel Kirk Sorensen 

What makes us feel good about our work?  Dan Ariely 

Let's use video to reinvent education Sal Khan 

Natural pest control ... using bugs!  Shimon Steinberg 

A performance of "Mathemagic" Arthur Benjamin 

Life in the "digital now" Abha Dawesar 

Imaging at a trillion frames per second Ramesh Raskar 

Your elusive creative genius Elizabeth Gilbert 

Retrofitting suburbia  Ellen Dunham-Jones 

Stanford University Commencement 2005 Steve Jobs 

The mysterious workings of the adolescent brain Sarah-Jayne Blakemore 

The shareable future of cities Alex Steffen 

How to learn? From mistakes Diana Laufenberg 
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How I discovered DNA James Watson 

 Music and emotion through time Michael Tilson Thomas 

The surprising science of happiness Nancy Etcoff 

What we learned from 5 million books Erez Lieberman Aiden, 
Jean-Baptiste Michel 

Pool medical patents, save lives Ellen 't Hoen 

Different ways of knowing  Daniel Tammet 

How I fell in love with a fish Dan Barber 

Robots with "soul" Guy Hoffman 

Healthier men, one moustache at a time Adam Garone 

Everyday inventions Saul Griffith 

What makes a good life? Lessons from the longest study on 
happiness 

Robert Waldinger 

Visualizing the wonder of a living cell David Bolinsky 

A light switch for neurons Ed Boyden 

Symmetry, reality's riddle Marcus du Sautoy 

Are you a giver or a taker? Adam Grant 

Actually, the world isn't flat Pankaj Ghemawat 

How state budgets are breaking US schools  Bill Gates 

Dance vs. PowerPoint, a modest proposal John Bohannon, Black 
Label Movement 

Time-lapse proof of extreme ice loss James Balog 

String theory  Brian Greene 

The weird, wonderful world of bioluminescence Edith Widder 

A leap from the edge of space Steve Truglia 

The magic ingredient that brings Pixar movies to life Danielle Feinberg 

Questioning the universe Stephen Hawking 

The power of introverts Susan Cain 

Stroke of insight Jill Bolte Taylor 

A future beyond traffic gridlock Bill Ford 

Building the Seed Cathedral Thomas Heatherwick 

Every city needs healthy honey bees Noah Wilson-Rich 

A shark-deterrent wetsuit (and it's not what you think) Hamish Jolly 

Mosquitos, malaria and education Bill Gates 

In the Internet age, dance evolves … The LXD 

A Rosetta Stone for the Indus script Rajesh Rao 

Why some of us don't have one true calling Emilie Wapnick 

How to speak so that people want to listen Julian Treasure 

Why you should talk to strangers Kio Stark 

The beauty of data visualization David McCandless 

On exploring the oceans Robert Ballard 
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Shedding light on dark matter Patricia Burchat 

The ancient ingenuity of water harvesting Anupam Mishra 

How I teach kids to love science Cesar Harada 

How human noise affects ocean habitats Kate Stafford 

How bacteria "talk" Bonnie Bassler 

How Benjamin Button got his face Ed Ulbrich 

On spaghetti sauce Malcolm Gladwell 

The 3 A's of awesome Neil Pasricha 

The game layer on top of the world  Seth Priebatsch 

Psychedelic science Fabian Oefner 

A new ecosystem for electric cars Shai Agassi 

Four principles for the open world Don Tapscott 

The sound the universe makes Janna Levin 

My dream of a flying car Paul Moller 

The best kindergarten you've ever seen Takaharu Tezuka 

When you reply to spam email James Veitch 

Brain magic Keith Barry 

Creative houses from reclaimed stuff Dan Phillips 

Why a good book is a secret door Mac Barnett 

The museum of you Jake Barton 

The math behind basketball's wildest moves Rajiv Maheswaran 

Why the secret to success is setting the right goals John Doerr 

How to manage for collective creativity Linda Hill 

Watson, Jeopardy and me, the obsolete know-it-all Ken Jennings 

My obsession with objects and the stories they tell Adam Savage 

The business benefits of doing good Wendy Woods 

Inside an Antarctic time machine Lee Hotz 

Silk, the ancient material of the future  Fiorenzo Omenetto 

Thoughts on humanity, fame and love Shah Rukh Khan 

How adaptive clothing empowers people with disabilities Mindy Scheier 

Art that looks back at you Golan Levin 

The unexpected benefit of celebrating failure Astro Teller 

Why I live in mortal dread of public speaking Megan Washington 

Why sneakers are a great investment Josh Luber 

My solar-powered adventure Bertrand Piccard 

The power of time off Stefan Sagmeister 

To the South Pole and back — the hardest 105 days of my life Ben Saunders 

Why we laugh Sophie Scott 

How to design a library that makes kids want to read Michael Bierut 
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Excuse me, may I rent your car? Robin Chase 

The DIY orchestra of the future Ge Wang 

The birth of virtual reality as an art form Chris Milk 

How a driverless car sees the road Chris Urmson 

Science is for everyone, kids included Beau Lotto, Amy O'Toole 

Why we should build wooden skyscrapers Michael Green 

A practical way to help the homeless find work and safety Richard J. Berry 

4 lessons in creativity Julie Burstein 

Unleash your creativity in a Fab Lab Neil Gershenfeld 

A map of the brain Allan Jones 

Don't fear intelligent machines. Work with them Garry Kasparov 

Why you should love statistics Alan Smith 

Adventures of an interplanetary architect Xavier De Kestelier 

Why I fell in love with monster prime numbers Adam Spencer 

The visual magic of comics Scott McCloud 

Every piece of art you've ever wanted to see — up close and 
searchable 

Amit Sood 

How better tech could protect us from distraction Tristan Harris 

Ancient wonders captured in 3D Ben Kacyra 

A smog vacuum cleaner and other magical city designs Daan Roosegaarde 

How to find a wonderful idea OK Go 

Gorgeous portraits of the world's vanishing people Jimmy Nelson 

Art with wire, sugar, chocolate and string Vik Muniz 

A primer on 3D printing Lisa Harouni 

Smart failure for a fast-changing world Eddie Obeng 

The passing of time, caught in a single photo Stephen Wilkes 

An honest look at the personal finance crisis Elizabeth White 

The mad scientist of music Mark Applebaum 

The voice of the natural world Bernie Krause 

A multimedia theatrical adventure Natasha Tsakos 

How to build with clay ... and community Diébédo Francis Kéré 

3 reasons why we can win the fight against poverty Andrew Youn 

How I became 100 artists Shea Hembrey 

My journey in design John Maeda 

How I teach kids to love science Cesar Harada 

The thrilling potential for off-grid solar energy Amar Inamdar 

4 larger-than-life lessons from soap operas Kate Adams 

How many lives can you live? Sarah Kay 

Rhythm is everything, everywhere Sivamani 
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Optical illusions show how we see Beau Lotto 

7 principles for building better cities Peter Calthorpe 

The debut of the British Paraorchestra Charles Hazlewood, British 
Paraorchestra 

The shared experience of absurdity Charlie Todd 

Discover the physical side of the internet Andrew Blum 

A plea for bees Dennis van Engelsdorp 

The astounding athletic power of quadcopters Raffaello D'Andrea 

How we can turn the cold of outer space into a renewable resource Aaswath Raman 

The painter and the pendulum Tom Shannon, John 
Hockenberry 

A forgotten Space Age technology could change how we grow 
food 

Lisa Dyson 

Asking for help is a strength, not a weakness Michele L. Sullivan 

Ingenious homes in unexpected places Iwan Baan 

Robots that fly ... and cooperate Vijay Kumar 

Success stories from Kenya's first makerspace Kamau Gachigi 

See invisible motion, hear silent sounds Michael Rubinstein 

Two nerdy obsessions meet — and it's magic David Kwong 

Turning dunes into architecture Magnus Larsson 

Demo: A needle-free vaccine patch that's safer and way cheaper Mark Kendall 

Using biology to rethink the energy challenge Juan Enriquez 

Hack a banana, make a keyboard! Jay Silver 

Fashion has a pollution problem — can biology fix it? Natsai Audrey Chieza 

The art of puzzles Scott Kim 

How we found the worst place to park in New York City — using 
big data 

Ben Wellington 

The hidden influence of social networks Nicholas Christakis 

Memes and "temes" Susan Blackmore 

An ode to envy Parul Sehgal 

Can clouds buy us more time to solve climate change? Kate Marvel 

How college loans exploit students for profit Sajay Samuel 

Electrical experiments with plants that count and communicate Greg Gage 

Let my dataset change your mindset Hans Rosling 

It's time to question bio-engineering Paul Root Wolpe 

My green school dream John Hardy 

How to turn a group of strangers into a team Amy Edmondson 

How to build your creative confidence David Kelley 

10 ways to have a better conversation Celeste Headlee 

How to escape education's death valley Ken Robinson 

A reality check on renewables David MacKay 
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How I use sonar to navigate the world Daniel Kish 

The warmth and wisdom of mud buildings Anna Heringer 

Pirates, nurses and other rebel designers Alice Rawsthorn 

Synthetic voices, as unique as fingerprints Rupal Patel 

How we wrecked the ocean Jeremy Jackson 

The intriguing sound of marine mammals Peter Tyack 

Dragonflies that fly across oceans Charles Anderson 

The first secret of design is ... Noticing Tony Fadell 

Embrace the near win Sarah Lewis 

How to make filthy water drinkable Michael Pritchard 

Victims of the city Mark Raymond 

My subversive (garden) plot Roger Doiron 

Learning from leadership's missing manual Fields Wicker-Miurin 

Math class needs a makeover Dan Meyer 

Older people are happier Laura Carstensen 

A thought experiment on the intelligence of crows Joshua Klein 

How trees talk to each other Suzanne Simard 

Organic design, inspired by nature Ross Lovegrove 

The art of creating awe Rob Legato 

Between music and medicine Robert Gupta 

Meet the dazzling flying machines of the future Raffaello D'Andrea 

How to air-condition outdoor spaces Wolfgang Kessling 

How not to be ignorant about the world Hans and Ola Rosling 

The wonderful and terrifying implications of computers that can 
learn 

Jeremy Howard 

Optical illusions show how we see Beau Lotto 

Intricate beauty by design Marian Bantjes 

Be an opportunity maker Kare Anderson 

The world is one big dataset. Now, how to photograph it … Dan Berkenstock 

Wiring an interactive ocean John Delaney 

How public spaces make cities work Amanda Burden 

Why great architecture should tell a story Ole Scheeren 

Open science now! Michael Nielsen 

The beautiful math behind the world's ugliest music Scott Rickard 

Embrace the remix Kirby Ferguson 

Listening to global voices Ethan Zuckerman 

The mysterious lives of giant trees Richard Preston 

How loss helped one artist find beauty in imperfection Alyssa Monks 

New York - before the City Eric Sanderson 
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For argument's sake Daniel H. Cohen 

Cooking as alchemy Homaro Cantu, Ben Roche 

The secret structure of great talks Nancy Duarte 

The future of lying Jeff Hancock 

The anthropology of mobile phones Jan Chipchase 

Let's save the last pristine continent Robert Swan 

Why architects need to use their ears Julian Treasure 

Why we will rely on robots Rodney Brooks 

Discovering ancient climates in oceans and ice Rob Dunbar 

Paper beats plastic? How to rethink environmental folklore Leyla Acaroglu 

Why bees are disappearing Marla Spivak 

The science of scent Luca Turin 

Play with smart materials Catarina Mota 

Let's bridge the digital divide! Aleph Molinari 

The science of cells that never get old Elizabeth Blackburn 

A free digital library Brewster Kahle 

Nature is everywhere — we just need to learn to see it Emma Marris 

How Arduino is open-sourcing imagination Massimo Banzi 

Why design should include everyone Sinéad Burke 

The discoveries awaiting us in the ocean's twilight zone Heidi M. Sosik 

A new ecosystem for electric cars Shai Agassi 

The new power of collaboration Howard Rheingold 

The magnificence of spider silk Cheryl Hayashi 

What a bike ride can teach you Shimon Schocken 

Global population growth, box by box Hans Rosling 

How the "ghost map" helped end a killer disease Steven Johnson 

The birth of Wikipedia Jimmy Wales 

Plug into your hard-wired happiness Srikumar Rao 

The search for "aha!" moments Matt Goldman 

A robot that runs and swims like a salamander Auke Ijspeert 

Crop insurance, an idea worth seeding Rose Goslinga 

Why jobs of the future won't feel like work David Lee 

The surprising science of happiness Dan Gilbert 

The case for optimism Larry Brilliant 

Technology crafts for the digitally underserved Vinay Venkatraman 

The secret to great opportunities? The person you haven't met yet Tanya Menon 

A new weapon in the fight against superbugs David Brenner 

Let's clean up the space junk orbiting Earth Natalie Panek 

The science of sync Steven Strogatz 
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Tagging tuna in the deep ocean Barbara Block 

Lifesaving scientific tools made of paper Manu Prakash 

Scientists must be free to learn, to speak and to challenge Kirsty Duncan 

A printable, flexible, organic solar cell Hannah Bürckstümmer 

The linguistic genius of babies Patricia Kuhl 

The next 5,000 days of the web Kevin Kelly 

The sticky wonder of gecko feet Robert Full 

Glow-in-the-dark sharks and other stunning sea creatures David Gruber 

Demo: A needle-free vaccine patch that's safer and way cheaper Mark Kendall 

Reviving New York's rivers — with oysters! Kate Orff 

Biohacking — you can do it, too Ellen Jorgensen 

Robots inspired by cockroach ingenuity Robert Full 

The riddle of experience vs. memory Daniel Kahneman 

My $500 house in Detroit — and the neighbors who helped me 
rebuild it 

Drew Philp 

Great piano performances, recreated John Q. Walker 

Special Olympics let me be myself — a champion Matthew Williams 

Revealing the lost codex of Archimedes William Noel 

Let the environment guide our development Johan Rockstrom 

Connected, but alone? Sherry Turkle 

How adaptive clothing empowers people with disabilities Mindy Scheier 

What happens when an NGO admits failure David Damberger 

3 new ways to kill mosquitoes Bart Knols 

How to build an information time machine Frederic Kaplan 

My wish: Protect our oceans Sylvia Earle 

What are animals thinking and feeling? Carl Safina 

6 ways to save the internet Roger McNamee 

Make data more human Jer Thorp 

Teachers need real feedback Bill Gates 

Using nature to grow batteries Angela Belcher 

A powerful idea about ideas Alan Kay 

The thinking behind 50x15 Hector Ruiz 

Sculpted space, within and without Antony Gormley 

An art made of trust, vulnerability and connection Marina Abramović 

What makes something go viral? Dao Nguyen 

Why the best hire might not have the perfect resume Regina Hartley 

A solar energy system that tracks the sun Bill Gross 

What do babies Think?   Alison Gopnik 
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Extreme swimming with the world's most dangerous jellyfish Diana Nyad 

A forgotten ancient grain that could help Africa prosper Pierre Thiam 

How artists can (finally) get paid in the digital age Jack Conte 

To eliminate waste, we need to rediscover thrift Andrew Dent 

The way we think about charity is dead wrong Dan Pallotta 

Kids can teach themselves Sugata Mitra 

How we're using drones to deliver blood and save lives Keller Rinaudo 

A choreographer's creative process in real time Wayne McGregor 

Buildings that blend nature and city Jeanne Gang 

Learning from the gecko's tail Robert Full 

What we're learning from online education Daphne Koller 

Robots will invade our lives Rodney Brooks 

Everyday moments, caught in time Billy Collins 

Software (as) art Golan Levin 

How to gain control of your free time Laura Vanderkam 

The coolest animal you know nothing about ... and how we can 
save it 

Patrícia Medici 

Hooked by an octopus Mike deGruy 

My wish: Build the Encyclopedia of Life E.O. Wilson 

This is your brain on communication Uri Hasson 

Fly with the Jetman Yves Rossy 

What a driverless world could look like Wanis Kabbaj 

This virtual lab will revolutionize science class Michael Bodekaer 

The era of open innovation Charles Leadbeater 

Animate characters by evolving them Torsten Reil 

A virtual choir 2,000 voices strong Eric Whitacre 

How record collectors find lost music and preserve our cultural 
heritage 

Alexis Charpentier 

Don't misrepresent Africa Leslie Dodson 

How an old loop of railroads is changing the face of a city Ryan Gravel 

Organic algorithms in architecture Greg Lynn 

Flow, the secret to happiness Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi 

How to engineer a viral music video Adam Sadowsky 

Why wildfires have gotten worse — and what we can do about it Paul Hessburg 

Inside the secret shipping industry Rose George 

How to get better at the things you care about Eduardo Briceño 

Hedonistic sustainability Bjarke Ingels 

To create for the ages, let's combine art and engineering Bran Ferren 

For survivors of Ebola, the crisis isn't over Soka Moses 
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The Museum of Four in the Morning Rives 

3 Thoughtful ways to conserve water Laan Mazahreh 

The secrets I find on the mysterious ocean floor Laura Robinson 

The paradox of choice Barry Schwartz 

The surprisingly logical minds of babies Laura Schulz 

This company pays kids to do their math homework Mohamad Jebara 

Can a robot pass a university entrance exam? Noriko Arai 

Life's third act Jane Fonda 

Hey science teachers — make it fun Tyler DeWitt 

How societies can grow old better Jared Diamond 

The illusion of consciousness Dan Dennett 

A pro wrestler's guide to confidence Mike Kinney 

Living sculptures that stand for history's truths Sethembile Msezane 

Turning powerful stats into art Chris Jordan 

Obesity + hunger = 1 global food issue Ellen Gustafson 

The art of the eco-mindshift Natalie Jeremijenko 

Simplicity sells David Pogue 

What I learned when I conquered the world's toughest triathlon Minda Dentler 

How we can design timeless cities for our collective future Vishaan Chakrabarti 

The cheap all-terrain wheelchair Amos Winter 

Save the oceans, feed the world! Jackie Savitz 

How web video powers global innovation Chris Anderson 

The puzzle of motivation Dan Pink 

Why you should love gross science Anna Rothschild 

A magical search for a coincidence Helder Guimarães 

An underwater art museum, teeming with life Jason deCaires Taylor 

Look up for a change Lucianne Walkowicz 

Why the buildings of the future will be shaped by ... You Marc Kushner 

The art of the interview Marc Pachter 

The new open-source economics Yochai Benkler 

The beauty of being a misfit Lidia Yuknavitch 

A demo of wireless electricity Eric Giler 

Dive into an ocean photographer's world Thomas Peschak 

The mind behind Linux Linus Torvalds 

Agile programming — for your family Bruce Feiler 

How do you build a sacred space? Siamak Hariri 

How we became sisters Felice Belle, Jennifer 
Murphy 

This app knows how you feel — from the look on your face Rana el Kaliouby 
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A delightful way to teach kids about computers Linda Liukas 

Breakthrough designs for ultra-low-cost products R.A. Mashelkar 

The genesis of Google Sergey Brin, Larry Page 

Technology that knows what you're feeling Poppy Crum 

The violin, and my dark night of the soul Ji-Hae Park 

 What's your 200-year plan? Raghava KK 

We can recycle plastic Mike Biddle 

Uber's plan to get more people into fewer cars Travis Kalanick 

Let's raise kids to be entrepreneurs Cameron Herold 

The art of asking Amanda Palmer 

Why light needs darkness Rogier van der Heide 

How to buy happiness Michael Norton 

How mobile phones power disaster relief Paul Conneally 

4 ways to make a city more walkable Jeff Speck 

A 30-year history of the future Nicholas Negroponte 

Why we all need to practice emotional first aid Guy Winch 

A critical look at geoengineering against climate change David Keith 

Can a computer write poetry? Oscar Schwartz 

A glimpse of the future through an augmented reality headset Meron Gribetz 

The nerd's guide to learning everything online John Green 

Cradle to cradle design William McDonough 

The other inconvenient truth Jonathan Foley 

Why not eat insects? Marcel Dicke 

How I built a toaster — from scratch Thomas Thwaites 

6 space technologies we can use to improve life on Earth Danielle Wood 

A call to reinvent liberal arts education Liz Coleman 

The mystery box J.J. Abrams 

Averting the climate crisis Al Gore 

A new way to stop identity theft David Birch 

What intelligent machines can learn from a school of fish Radhika Nagpal 

Art made of the air we breathe Emily Parsons-Lord 

Stunning photos of the endangered Everglades Mac Stone 

Gaming can make a better world Jane McGonigal 

Plant fuels that could power a jet  Bilal Bomani 

How games make kids smarter Gabe Zichermann 

Two reasons companies fail — and how to avoid them Knut Haanaes 

Let's teach for mastery — not test scores Sal Khan 

A flight on solar wings Paul MacCready 

The power of vulnerability Brené Brown 
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On glamour Virginia Postrel 

What our language habits reveal Steven Pinker 

What I learned from spending 31 days underwater Fabien Cousteau 

The future race car — 150mph, and no driver Chris Gerdes 

How to tame your wandering mind Amishi Jha 

Walk the earth ... my 17-year vow of silence John Francis 

Fighting viruses, defending the net Mikko Hypponen 

What’s wrong with your pa$$w0rd? Lorrie Faith Cranor 

Reinventing the encyclopedia game Rives 

What if 3D printing was 100x faster? Joseph DeSimone 

Playtime with Pleo, your robotic dinosaur friend Caleb Chung 

Science-inspired design Mathieu Lehanneur 

Dog-friendly dog training Ian Dunbar 

Your brain on improv Charles Limb 

Anti-gravity sculpture Tom Shannon 

How painting can transform communities Haas&Hahn 

To invent is to give Dean Kamen 

Visualizing ourselves ... with crowd-sourced data Aaron Koblin 

The ocean's glory — and horror Brian Skerry 

The hunt for a supermassive black hole Andrea Ghez 

How your pictures can help reclaim lost history Chance Coughenour 

New ways to see music (with color! and fire!) Jared Ficklin 

Why I'm rowing across the Pacific Roz Savage 

The Blur Building and other tech-empowered architecture Liz Diller 

Lessons from fashion's free culture Johanna Blakley 

How to pitch to a VC David S. Rose 

7 rules for making more happiness Stefan Sagmeister 

My mind-shifting Everest swim Lewis Pugh 

The world's most boring television ... and why it's hilariously 
addictive 

Thomas Hellum 

17 words of architectural inspiration Daniel Libeskind 

What it takes to do extreme astrophysics Anil Ananthaswamy 

The next web Tim Berners-Lee 

Photos of Africa, taken from a flying lawn chair George Steinmetz 

The world's oldest living things Rachel Sussman 

Behind the design of Seattle's library Joshua Prince-Ramus 

Inventing instruments that unlock new music Tod Machover, Dan Ellsey 

Big data is better data Kenneth Cukier 

The hunt for General Tso Jennifer Lee 
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Emergency shelters made from paper Shigeru Ban 

Design with the blind in mind Chris Downey 

The mind behind Tesla, SpaceX, SolarCity … Elon Musk 

A futuristic vision of the age of holograms Alex Kipman 

Put a value on nature! Pavan Sukhdev 

How food shapes our cities Carolyn Steel 

How I made an impossible film Martin Villeneuve 

Living beyond limits Amy Purdy 

Great cars are great art Chris Bangle 

What I learned from going blind in space Chris Hadfield 

Why we need to go back to Mars Joel Levine 

7 ways games reward the brain Tom Chatfield 

Design with the blind in mind Chris Downey 

The wonderful world of life in a drop of water Simone Bianco, Tom 
Zimmerman 

An illustrated journey through Rome David Macaulay 

The transformative power of classical music Benjamin Zander 

How to speak up for yourself Adam Galinsky 

A census of the ocean Paul Snelgrove 

3 creative ways to fix fashion's waste problem Amit Kalra 

The fastest ambulance? A motorcycle Eli Beer 

How architecture can connect us Thom Mayne 

Sleep is your superpower Matt Walker 

Are athletes really getting faster, better, stronger? David Epstein 

Swim with the giant sunfish Tierney Thys 

An ultra-low-cost college degree Shai Reshef 

Unseen footage, untamed nature Karen Bass 
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